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Rowing 
rowing - first appeared in Britain , and 

now this sport is known around the 
world



⚫ England - the birthplace of rowing. It was here that 
rowing took shape as a special pastime with carefully 
observed traditions and millions of loyal fans. Here, 
the rules of the competition were developed, the first 
official races took place, the designs of rowing vessels 
were developed. The system of amateur competitions 
has developed and is preserved in a magnificent form.



In Kazan the rowing develops recently ,approximately 
since the 1950's . But is at a good level in Russia and 
around the world . The impetus was the Kazan 2013 
summer Universiade , this year built a center of rowing 
sports , now on this basis of training the majority of 
rowers Russia. On this basis, there are all conditions for 
achievement of high results , the center of rowing sports 
belongs to the Volga region Academy of sport and 
tourism

           Rowing    Kazan





⚫ This base is already a participant of the Olympic 
games - Artem Kosov



⚫ in rowing he went late enough , I used to play 
basketball . very quickly made it to the team of Russia 
and became one of the strongest rowers in Russia . 
doing more than 10 years , he still went to the 
Olympics in 2016 in Rio . everyone who was supposed 
to play for Russia at the games in 2016 , were excluded 
because of problems with doping , but Artem and 3 
rowers were lucky , but because the crew they trained 
enough , took only the 10th place



⚫ He continues to work and is not going to give up your 
favorite sport , though, and the whole world can now 
do with politics , and problems of Russian doping is 
not over . Wants and is going to go to the Olympics 
and get there prizes . He has many medals and titles , 
but all athletes is the most important, is an Olympic 
medal , I'm sure that Artem will soon or later will get it



Thank you for your     
attention!


